Road Runner Closure Operational Strategy
Green Resurfacing May 1 – October 31, 2021

7/8 minute intervals for all tee times:
1) Association play on every first and third Tuesday (QCMGA &QC9MGA) and
Thursday (QCLGA & QC9LGA). Couples every second Friday instead of every
third Friday.
2) Replace the existing Chelsea lotteries as follows: Round 1 (team composition of all
Platinum Annuals and no guests); Round 2 (team composition of all Platinum
Annuals, Gold member and Silver members and no guests); Round 3 (any team
composition of Platinum Annuals, Gold and Silver memberships, Non-Annuals and
guests). Status: In Progress.
3) Set Chelsea “Guest Flags” in the configuration on the primary and secondary
courses to “NO” in either the for first 4 hours of play. This could possibly push
teams in round three later into the tee sheet on the primary or overflow on the
secondary course. Status: Concurrence to set “No Guest” flags from 6:30 to 10:52.
The Preferred Guest (Q time) would be set at 11:00 on Wednesdays and Saturdays.
4) Set the number of players initiating a tee time request from 1 to 2.
5) Set the maximum number of linked cards (teams) from 8 to 3. This may have to
be revisited after about thirty days to eliminate linked times all together.
6) The minimum number of players per linked card (team) should remain at three
per card.
7) Insert at least one starter time (8 minute tee sheet gap) each hour on the primary
and secondary course for player field separation.
8) Recommend the deployment of Rangers to the primary and secondary courses for
the first hour of tee times to monitor the starts of each team. Counter staff monitor
team times completing Coyote 9 document over pace teams. Tee times to be
announced three minutes in advance on both the primary and secondary courses.
9) Combine back to back twosomes and singles within the same price break. This
would have to be performed by staff.

10) Times on the primary course 6:30 to 5:00pm and 06:00 on the secondary course
to 08:07 for the crossover on non-league play dates.

11) Rate Structure: June 1 through October 31st prime time ($42.00) on the primary
course from 6:30 to 10:52; Midday rate ($31.50) from 11:00 to 2:52; Twilight rate
($21) from 3:00pm to 5:00pm.
12) Association play start times: QC9MGA double tees from 06:00 to 07:45 (120
players). QCMGA double tees 08:00 to 09:45 (120 players). Open play would begin
at 12:15 to 2:52 on double tees at the midday rate.
QC9LGA would begin on the secondary course at 7:15 to 08:30 (11 tee times – 44
Players) and the QCLGA on the primary course at 7:00 to 09:00 (17 tee times – 68
Players). Flip the primary and secondary courses on the third Thursday to ensure
the QC9LGA would not be playing same course every week.
The Couples association would use a similar configuration as the QCLGA, however,
there would be open nine hole play on the secondary course in the morning.

